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Letter Agreement 00-53 modified the Title 206 displacement process for employees assigned to
phase II steam plants (Potrero, Pittsburg, Contra Costa and Geysers). That agreement allowed Title
206 assignments to be generated approximately 6 months prior to the end of the O&M obligation to
coincide with the Company ERI offering and employment offers from the new plant owners.
Employees were given until April 1, 2001 to accept or decline their Title 206 assignment.
Subsequent to these assignments, a number of employees were awarded jobs under Title 205, but
have had their report dates delayed until after the end of the O&M obligation. Some of these
employees have been reluctant to decline their Title 206 assignment, thereby releasing these jobs for
someone else, until they are certain as to whether or not the Title 205 assignment will still be there at
the end of the O&M obligation. Based on discussions between the parties, there is reason to believe
that if some employees who have a 205 bid elect to be tagged into the position effective April 1, 2001,
thereby waiving their Title 206 assignment, other employees may be eligible to select a more
desirable 206 option.

1. Employees who have been awarded jobs under Title 205, and who have had their report dates
delayed until after the end of the O&M period, will be provided the option of being placed into
their Title 205 assignment on a regular basis by payroll change tag effective April 1, 2001. In
return, such employee shall decline the Title 206 assignment.
2. Such employees will continue to work, on temporary assignment, in their Steam Department
classification and location until released on or before the end of the O&M obligation, but will
not be entitled to temporary expenses under Section 202.23 of the Agreement.
3. Such employee shall be considered to be in the new classification and headquarters for the
purposes of Titles 205 and 206 upon execution of the payroll change tag dated April 1,2001.
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4.

Final payment of retention bonus, as provided for in LA 97-53, will still apply at the conclusion
of the O&M obligation. Additionally, the wage protection provisions of LA 97-53 shall begin for
such employees on the date they physically report to their Title 205 assignment.

If you are in accord with the foregoing and agree thereto, please so indicate in the space provided
below and return one executed copy of this letter to the Company.

By: ~-ur-n---Director and Chief Negotiator
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BROTHERHOOD OF ELECTRICAL WORKERS, AFL-CIO

Jack McNally
Business Manager

